Article abstract
The history of medical malpractice in Canada has received little attention from legal or medical historians. Through a contextualized study of a Nova Scotia case from the 1930s, Davis v. Colchester County Hospital, this article demonstrates how changes in technology and surgical procedures both created situations that spurred malpractice claims, and made it difficult for injured patients to prove medical negligence. In addition, developments in tort law concerning the liability of hospitals, and the doctors and nurses working within them, provided medical defendants ample opportunity to avoid legal liability, even in cases in which the existence of negligent treatment was obvious. The testimony at trial, the legal strategies utilized by the lawyers, and the judicial rulings also shed light on attitudes of the medical profession toward personal responsibility and ethics, and demonstrates how the interests of patients were weighed against those of medical institutions and professionals by lawyers and judges.
Introduction
Legal historians and historians of medicine have devoted little energy to studying the history of medical malpractice law in Canada. 1 The only publications of signifi cance that tackle the topic are a short case study by Peter J. Mitham and a history of the Canadian Medical Protective Association produced by a medical student, which was later published by the Association. 2 Jacalyn Duffi n's assertion in 1990 that a study of the "history and meaning of malpractice inquests in Canada has yet to be written," but would be "of immense value," thus remains true. 3 By contrast, a fair number of scholars have analyzed the history of medical malpractice in the United States. 4 The sparseness of Canadian literature examining malpractice is unfortunate, as medical negligence is, and historically has been, a signifi cant and contentious social and legal issue in Canada. 5 Given the dearth of existing work, many basic questions remain unanswered, including: How easy was it for patients to successfully sue doctors and how did this change over time, and what medical treatments tended to result in malpractice suits? And, how did the legal regime affect the ability of patients to sue successfully for negligent treatment?
To start addressing these questions, this article employs a medical malpractice case from 1930s Nova Scotia, Davis v. Colchester County Hospital. The Davis case was in many ways unremarkable. It established no legal precedent, and the facts of the case seem mundane compared to some, more spectacular, examples of medical negligence. However, such 'average' cases can shed considerable light on the problems patients faced in seeking compensation. As Franca Iacovetta and Wendy Mitchinson have noted, case fi les offer a "rare window on human interactions and confl ict," and "illuminate the ways in which dominant class, gender, and racial ideologies shaped offi cial discourses and action, and relations between experts and clients." 6 Davis illustrates how nineteenth-century developments in medicine, combined with the early twentieth-century legal terrain, often disadvantage injured patients. Advances in surgical practice allowed for more ambitious surgeries, but created new opportunities for negligence claims, and patients who had been unconscious during surgery struggled to prove malpractice allegations. The common law regarding the liability of hospitals, nurses, and physicians also provided ample opportunity for defendants to avoid liability, even in cases in which the existence of negligent treatment was obvious. The testimony at trial, the legal strategies utilized by the lawyers, and the judicial rulings in Davis also shed light on the attitude of the medical profession toward personal responsibility and ethics, as well as demonstrating how lawyers and judges weighed the interests of patients against those of medical institutions and professionals.
This article fi rst describes the events that led to the lawsuit against the Colchester County Hospital, located in Truro, Nova Scotia. The resulting malpractice case is then framed within the legal and medical context of the time. This includes the major changes in surgical practice that led to situations prone to malpractice claims, and the developments in tort law concerning the liability of doctors, nurses, and hospitals which tended to complicate a patient's ability to sue for malpractice. Finally, this article examines the judicial consideration of the Davis case.
Treatment
Around 1 July 1931, Mary Davis (formerly Murphy) of Truro consulted her doctor, Francis 'Frank' Charman, about an undisclosed health concern. He advised her to undergo a major abdominal operation. 7 Mary was a 40-year-old Catholic homemaker and caregiver to her three children. Her husband, Ellis Davis, was a C.N.R. telegraph operator. 8 An experienced team of doctors undertook Mary's surgery on 23 July 1931 at Truro's Colchester County Hospital. Opened in 1926, the hospital was a respected, modern facility. The Canadian Medical Association Journal trumpeted that it was "impressive in its architectural features," and "admirably planned and well equipped," with a modern operating room and x-ray department. 9 Mary's surgery began at approximately 10:30 a.m. and lasted just over two hours. Dr 10 Two nurses were also present in the operating room: Ira Miller and Gertrude Black.
The operation performed on Mary Davis was successful. Following the procedure, the three doctors moved Mary to hospital room number 21 to recover. Two nurses worked on this fl oor: Anna Belle Chisholm, who was responsible for four rooms (including room 21) and the nursery, and her sister Margaret Chisholm, who was responsible for all of the other rooms on the fl oor. 11 At around 12:30 p.m., Anna Chisholm, in accordance with general practice, placed a rubber hot water bottle in the middle of the post-operative bed to heat it, covered it with a blanket, then went about her other duties. She was absent when the doctors arrived with the patient at approximately 12:45 p.m. The head nurse of the operating room, Ira Miller, accompanied the doctors and the patient, opening the door to allow the doctors to wheel the carriage into room 21. The doctors lifted Mary onto the bed. While they did this, Nurse Miller removed the carriage. Mary remained unconscious throughout. With the patient 135 in the post-operative bed, the doctors left and Nurse Miller waited with Mary for a few minutes until Margaret Chisholm arrived. Margaret waited in the room for less than ten minutes, leaving when Anna Chisholm returned to room 21 at 1:00 p.m. Approximately 20 minutes later, Anna Chisholm removed the operating room blanket covering Mary. She discovered that the hot water bottle was still in the bed, and that it had severely burned the back of Mary's calves. Upon waking up later that day, Mary immediately sensed the burns, reporting that she felt "just as though I was on fi re." 12 So severe were her injuries that Mary's hospital stay increased from an anticipated two weeks to fi ve and a half weeks. Each day, her wounds had to be dressed and she received morphine every few hours to ease her burn-infl icted pain -although after two weeks, Mary refused further morphine treatments. Mary experienced little pain from the surgery after she returned home, but substantial pain from the burns. She was bedridden for another month before she could sit upright, and was unable to complete her usual household tasks for some time longer. Mary and her family had to employ a live-in housekeeper for 11 months, which was substantially longer than the one month they had originally anticipated prior to her admittance to hospital. 13 Even after her burns had 'healed', Mary reported that she had trouble walking to church and getting groceries. She compared the enduring pain in her legs to a toothache, especially in cold weather. 14 She also believed that she had developed 'toxemia'a condition brought about by burn toxins in her bloodstream which caused her to feel faint and to have fl uctuations in her blood pressure readings. In sum, Mary felt that the incident had left her permanently and visibly "lame." 15 Mary's continued pain and suffering, plus the expenses incurred for extra medical care and household help, led her and her husband to launch a negligence lawsuit against the Colchester County Hospital Trust. In their statement of claim, the two plaintiffs alleged that Mary had "suffered and sustained great pain, and suffered and sustained permanent injuries and disfi gurement and was put to great loss of time and expense." The plaintiffs also claimed that Ellis had lost the services of his wife, therefore obliging him to pay for household assistance. Mary claimed damages of $5000 for her injuries. Ellis claimed another $1428.50 -$280 as compensation for the live-in housekeeper's wages and board, $148.50 for Mary's additional medical expenses, and $1000 in general damages. 16 
The Medical and Legal Context
Given the events of Mary's treatment, one might assume that Mary and Ellis had a strong and straightforward negligence case. However, the litigation shows that the medical and legal context made proving such suits diffi cult, regardless of the presence of facts pointing towards a seemingly obvious instance of negligence.
As Davis would illustrate, changes in surgical practice created situations that could lead to allegations of malpractice. For example, the use of anaesthetics facilitated more advanced surgeries, but also led to situations that sparked lawsuits. Surgeons in the nineteenth century experimented with a variety of chemical agents that allowed the performance of surgeries on patients without causing pain. In 1847, James Young Simpson, a Scot, used chloroform as a clinical anaesthesia. Canadian physicians soon adopted its use. Anaesthetics facilitated more advanced surgeries, since they could render patients unconscious so that they remained still. Surgeons were thus able to take more time conducting procedures without the distraction or risk of patients thrashing about in agony. However, while anaesthesia offered numerous benefi ts, it also posed certain dangers for patients. Ether, for example, often produced nausea and was highly combustible when mixed with oxygen. Chloroform, even when properly administered, could occasionally result in a patient's sudden death from cardiac irregularity. The early, often imprecise, methods of administering these drugs further increased the chances of a patient's death. 17 Anaesthesia also created special challenges for surgical patients attempting to sue doctors. Because they were uncon-scious, patients did not witness the alleged negligence and thus could not give evidence at trial. Typically, as occurred in Davis, a patient awoke from surgery to fi nd an unexpected injury. The attending medical professionals were the only people with knowledge of the events leading to the harm in question, meaning that they usually had to admit to their own wrongdoing, or reveal that of a colleague (or have committed an especially grievous injury), for a malpractice case to be successful. Justice Robert Grant Fisher of the Appellate Division of the Ontario High Court of Justice noted this challenge in 1931. A patient "undergoing an operation whilst under an anaesthetic is under a great disadvantage in proving negligence, as usually the only persons present are the surgeon, his assistant, and the nurse, and what is actually done is entirely within their knowledge -the patient knows nothing." 18 In addition, in situations in which several medical professionals participated in a surgery, the plaintiff was also often unsure as to whom they should sue. As is demonstrated in Davis, doctors and nurses sometimes blamed each other for the failure to take proper care of a patient. 19 The development of antisepsis and, later, asepsis, also permitted more ambitious surgeries. Surgeons had long avoided cutting into torsos out of fear of causing infection, haemorrhage, or shock. However, English surgeon Joseph Lister developed a system of antiseptic surgery in the 1860s. He sprayed carbolic acid on wounds and surrounding areas to prevent infections. Antiseptic surgery quickly gained supporters. Over time, doctors also began to develop aseptic techniques, including the sterilization of instruments, washing hands thoroughly, and wearing masks, caps, gowns, and gloves in the operating room. These developments meant that body cavity surgery became increasingly common, and surgeons performed more ambitious procedures, including non-emergency appendectomies, hernia surgeries, and surgeries on stomachs, livers, and kidneys. 20 Surgeons celebrated their newfound abilities, and projected an image of themselves as "bold, progressive, scientifi c reformers." They suggested that surgery was a science with replicable results, and hospital rooms began to resemble laboratories. 21 These developments improved patients' attitudes towards hospitals, and raised hopes for successful treatment. Patients came to expect cures, rather than mere comfort. People thus stopped avoiding hospitals and, instead, became willing to pay substantial fees for surgical treatments and personalized hospital care. Physicians also became more willing to relieve suffering through surgery so long as procedure involved an 'acceptable' risk to life. 22 More ambitious surgeries, however, increased the possibility of error and led to new situations that became the bases of lawsuits. For instance, courts began hearing cases involving medical professionals who left sponges or surgical instruments inside of patients after performing body cavity surgeries. Moreover, as certain surgical procedures came to be viewed as 'routine', more and more physicians felt confi dent in their ability to undertake them, which sometimes resulted in poor outcomes. 23 In the early twentieth century, a patient who launched a civil suit for medical negligence had to fulfi ll well-established legal tests. A plaintiff fi rst had to show the existence of a 'duty of care' to the patient -that is, an obligation to conform to a certain standard of conduct for the protection of another against an unreasonable risk of harm. Physicians also had to exercise 'ordinary' skill and care in treating patients. However, the degree of skill and care that the justice system expected from medical professionals depended on several factors. Courts, for instance, held specialists to a higher degree of care. Proof of a bad result of treatment did not, by itself, provide evidence of negligence. There was, to quote Ontario Justice William Glenholme Falconbridge, "no implied warranty on the part of a physician or surgeon that he will effect a cure." 24 While the doctor had to exercise his (or her) judgement according to the expected standard of care, he could not be sanctioned merely because treatment resulted in a poor medical outcome. To recover damages, the plaintiff had to show that the doctor's negligent actions were the immediate, or 'proximate', cause of his or her injury. 25 In Davis, the hospital, its doctors, and its nurses, clearly had a duty of care to the patient. It was also clear that the standard of care had been breached by someone. However, what was less clear was who had been negligent. Adding to the practical challenges of securing evidence, noted above, doctrinal developments concerning the liability of hospitals and -because of their legal relationship with the hospital -doctors and nurses, further challenged Mary and Ellis' ability to receive compensation through a tort suit.
A 1909 English Court of Appeal case, Hillyer v. St Bartholomew's Hospital, shaped the respective legal responsibilities of hospitals, and the doctors and nurses that worked within them, in cases such as Davis in interwar Canada. The Hillyer case became authority for several rules. First, it stood for the principle that the relation of master and servant did not exist between a hospital board and the surgeons and physicians whom it supplied for the treatment of patients. In practical terms, this meant that plaintiffs could not sue a hospital for the negligence of its doctors. In Hillyer, the court concluded that a hospital had to appoint competent staff, but it was not liable for the negligence of doctors because it did not oversee them in their professional responsibilities. The case also stood for the proposition that nurses on hospital staffs were so immediately subject to a surgeon's control while assisting them during procedures that they, too, were not servants of the hospital authority. This part of the ruling refl ects a dominant view in the early twentieth century that nurses were a doctor's "handmaidens," and were to perform as "the 'physician's hand.'" 26 Finally, the hospital was not responsible for nurses who acted negligently while completing matters requiring 'professional' skills, with which the governors of the hospital could not properly interfere. On the other hand, hospitals were responsible for nurses who were not under the direction of a physician and who acted negligently in completing 'administrative' duties at the hospital. Such duties included attending to ward patients, calling for aid in emergencies, and supplying food. 27 Canadian medical professionals were quick to note Hillyer's implications. The Canadian Practitioner and Review called Hillyer a "remarkable decision" for it "amounts to a declaration that, on the ground of public policy, a hospital cannot be sued for damages." 28 Canadian lawyers picked up on the case immediately in defending against malpractice claims, and many judges seemed keen to employ the Hillyer decision to reduce the liability of hospital authorities. 29 In this case, the defendant company hired a physician to serve its employees. That physician then contracted a second doctor to attend a work camp. The contract doctor failed to correctly diagnose an outbreak of smallpox -he believed the men had fallen ill with infl uenza -and, as a result, an employee caught smallpox and suffered long-term damage to his eye. The employee sued the company, but lost at trial. The appeal court then dismissed the plaintiff's appeal by applying Hillyer. The company had arranged for a qualifi ed physician "on whose judgment the company would be entitled to rely." 31 On the other hand, the potential harshness of the Hillyer rule sometimes led courts to enunciate various exceptions. One example is the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in Nyberg v. Provost Municipal Hospital Board (1929) . The Nyberg case arose in Alberta in 1924 when the plaintiff underwent surgery at the Provost Municipal Hospital after suffering a ruptured appendix. As a part of the treatment, nurses placed heated hot water bottles in the patient's bed to keep the patient warm after surgery. The next morning it was discovered that the patient's left leg had been severely burned by one of the bottles. The patient proceeded to sue the hospital for damages, winning at trial. The hospital appealed the trial court's decision to the Appellate Division of the Alberta Supreme Court, where it was overturned under the Hillyer principle. The Appellate Division found that the hospital was not liable for the injuries incurred by the plaintiff on the ground that the hospital had hired competent staff. However, the Supreme Court of Canada, in a 4-2 decision, overturned the 141 Alberta appeal court, asserting that the Provost Municipal Hospital was indeed responsible for the plaintiff's burn injuries. Chief Justice Frank Anglin maintained that Hillyer was not applicable to the case because the nurses had acted as servants of the hospital. The hospital had undertaken to nurse the patient, not just supply properly qualifi ed nurses. Chief Justice Anglin reasoned that the burning of the plaintiff occurred after the operation had been completed, and thus the nurses were no longer under the direction of the surgeon. 32 The Nyberg decision could help Mary and Ellis' case against the hospital -if they could prove that the nurses at the hospital had been negligent and had not been under the direction of the doctors.
The Trial
Mary and Ellis Davis had their case heard before the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia on 8 and 9 November 1932. "Much interest was evident in the case," reported the Truro Daily News, which covered the litigation on its front page. 33 Newspapers in both Truro and Halifax seemed intrigued by the involvement of several prominent physicians and lawyers. The lawyer for the plaintiffs was Gilbert Hugh Vernon, K.C. Then in his mid-fi fties, Vernon was a prominent trial lawyer in Truro later remembered as a "clever debater." 34 Laurence Arthur Lovett, K.C., a Dalhousie Law School graduate and member of the prominent Halifax law fi rm McInnis, Lovett & MacDonald, defended the hospital. One member of the province's legal élite described Lovett as "the leading litigator at the bar," 35 and Lovett had some expertise defending hospitals in malpractice suits, having handled a similar case concerning the Colchester County Hospital ten years earlier. 36 Hearing the case, without a jury, was Justice Robert Henry Graham. Born in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia in 1871, Graham was a graduate of Dalhousie Law School. Like many judges of his time, he had a background in politics, having served as a town councillor, and then as the mayor, of New Glasgow. He had also sat as a member of the Nova Scotia legislature prior to receiving an appointment to the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia in 1925. 37 Given the Hillyer precedent, the plaintiffs sought to prove that the negligence of Mary's attending fl oor nurses, rather than the actions of her doctors, had caused the burns. Suing the nurses directly was likely unappealing, as they presumably had shallower pockets than the hospital, which had an insurance policy to cover malpractice awards. The hospital, on the other hand, argued that the burns had been caused by the negligence of their own physicians. According to Hillyer, the hospital only had to hire competent physicians, and thus there was a chance that it could avoid liability if it could prove that the doctors had violated their standard of care for the patient. The legal terrain thus resulted in the hospital's nurses providing evidence contradicting that of the doctors, and vice and versa. 38 The plaintiffs called nine witnesses. These included Mary and Ellis, Dr. Charman and Dr. Reid, as well as the two surgical nurses, Gertrude Black and Ira Miller. The hospital's superintendent, Anna Gilmour, also gave evidence for the plaintiffs. Mary began her testimony by describing the pain she had suffered. She recalled waking up from surgery and feeling "terrible pains in both legs." When she was able to talk, she asked Anna Chisholm what was wrong with her legs, but Anna said that she did not know. Mary reported that all of the nurses subsequently refused to disclose the cause of her injury: "I asked right away, of course, -and nobody knew." 39 She also alleged that, at one point, Dr. Charman had suggested that her injuries had stemmed from an ether burn. It was not until Anna Gilmour returned from a summer vacation that Mary found out the true cause of her burns. Dr. Charman continued to treat Mary in the hospital, as well as after she returned home. For his part, Ellis testifi ed that Mary had "suffered something terrible" from the burns, and that she was unable to complete her household work for some time. 40 The examination and cross examination of Mary's doctors became heated. The Truro Daily News reported a "verbal battle" between the defence and Dr. Charman, 41 while the Halifax Chronicle observed that there was "much difference of opinion between doctors giving evidence as to what responsibilities the medical men have in connection with a patient taken to the hos-pital." 42 Dr. Charman was the fi rst doctor to give evidence for the plaintiffs. He sought to show that he had not been negligent, but rather that the nurses were to blame, and therefore the hospital should compensate Mary and Ellis. Dr. Charman claimed that upon entering room 21, along with the two other operating room doctors, he had found the hot water bottle lying on top of the blankets on the bed. He reported that he had moved it out of harm's way, placing it at the foot of the bed on top of the blankets. He could not, however, provide any explanation for how the bottle eventually ended up under Mary's calves. He also insisted that he had not covered up the patient with a blanket, thus hiding the bottle and preventing the nurses from noticing it. 43 Following Mary's transfer to room 21, Dr. Charman (and the two other doctors) left, for, as he stated, "My responsibility and province ceases at that time." 44 In other words, he argued that the injuries Mary had sustained were due to the inaction of the nurses who took charge of the patient after her transfer.
The responsibility of nurses, doctors, and hospitals for a negligent incident, as defi ned by Hillyer, thus shaped much of the proceedings. Notably, the hospital's lawyer, Lovett, objected to Dr. Charman's claim that his responsibility to care for Mary had ceased once she had been transferred to room 21. Lovett believed that this was a matter of law upon which Dr. Charman should not comment. It was a "rather crucial point in this action," Lovett reminded the court. Dr. Charman nevertheless insisted that many tasks fell to the nurses, which therefore rendered the hospital, not the doctors, responsible. To choose a few examples, he told the court that doctors were not responsible for preparing post-operative beds for their patients, or even for ensuring that nurses were on hand to complete such tasks. He also asserted that doctors were not responsible for removing blankets before patients were placed into their beds, nor for covering them with blankets. He maintained that a doctor's responsibility for a patient "ceases when the patient leaves the operating room." In Mary's case, he argued that a "nurse should have been there to remove it [the hot water bottle], if it was not already taken out." Justice Graham responded rather coldly to Dr. Charman's claims, bluntly stating: "If I thought that was the law I would try to have the legislature amend it." Since Dr. Charman's evidence was meant to support the lawsuit, he went on to emphasize the severity of Mary's burns, suggesting to the court that they had caused "very marked disfi gurement on the legs." He attested to the presence of large, discoloured scars that interfered, somewhat, with the healthy functioning of Mary's legs, and he suggested the scars would continue to cause her pain for a long time. 45 In an aggressive cross-examination, Lovett took aim at Dr. Charman's truthfulness, motivations, and manliness. In questioning his truthfulness, Lovett repeatedly asked whether Dr. Charman had, in fact, seen and moved the water bottle, given that it would have been very unusual for the bottle to be lying on top of the bed in plain sight. Lovett also spent considerable time questioning Dr This intense questioning, however, eventually led Dr. Charman to hedge his answer. He admitted that he may have helped tuck the covers around Mary. Justice Graham grew frustrated at the doctor's evidence at this point, intervening to ask: "Have you any recollection of what occurred at all?" "No," the doctor replied, before once again adding "that it not my business" as a way of shifting the blame onto the nurses. This led Justice Graham to suggest that Dr. Charman was, indeed, at fault. "My impression is that the thing occurred through you putting that hot water bottle somewhere," he declared. In response to the doctor's continued persistence that his duty to Mary had ceased, Justice Graham retorted: "I don't know whose the neglect was but it seems to me you put that bottle in a place where the nurse didn't notice it for some reason or other, and as a result this woman was burnt." 47 In Justice Graham's view, Dr. Charman was lying.
In his questioning of Dr. Charman's motivation, Lovett focused on the potential effect of the case upon the doctor's pocket-book and reputation. After all, giving evidence against the hospital ensured that the plaintiffs would not sue Dr. Charman personally. In addition, Dr. Charman indicated that he had visited Mary 55 times to treat her injuries, and the defence hinted that he was motivated by a desire to ensure he received payment for this work. Lovett asked Dr. Charman whether so many visits were truly necessary, leading the doctor to admit that he knew an insurance company might pay for them, should the hospital be found liable. 48 Lovett also procured testimony hinting that Dr. Charman desired to protect his future income. Prior to the surgery, Dr. Charman had discussed with Mary the preference of some patients to have procedures completed at other, larger hospitals. In fact, he admitted that he had convinced Mary to have the surgery at the Colchester County Hospital. To dissuade her from travelling to a hospital in Halifax, he had refuted claims of "some busybodies" who had told Mary about "all the dire things that happened" in the Colchester County Hospital. 49 Dr. Char-man expressed concern that if everyone had routine operations completed in Halifax or Montréal, the number of procedures completed in Truro would decline. Since paying patients could choose their hospital and their doctor, and patient fees still comprised a substantial portion of hospital budgets and doctors' incomes, doctors (and hospitals) had to defend reputations or suffer pecuniary losses. This was a special concern in the Depression era when the number of paying patients declined at hospitals. 50 In questioning Dr. Charman's manliness and professionalism, Lovett repeatedly attacked the doctor's efforts to blame the nurses for Mary's injury. "Is it part of the duty or privilege of the nurses to shoulder the mistakes of the medical men?," he asked. 51 Through this line of questioning, Lovett sought to take legal advantage of the patriarchal assumptions that existed about the relationship between doctors and nurses. During the 1920s and 1930s, many doctors resisted efforts of nurses to claim professional status, and emphasized the leadership role of physicians in hospital settings. 55 Doctors asserted a role akin to a father-fi gure. They were to wield their authority in a fi rm, yet generous manner, and treat their nurses kindly, as if they were symbolic wives and daughters. In return, the nurses were expected to be deferential towards, and subordinate to, the male doctors. 56 With his testimony, Dr. Charman risked being seen as violating this doctor-nurse relationship -abusing his position of authority by blaming members of his own 'family'. Lovett thus attempted to portray Dr. Charman as unchivalrous and unmanly before the court.
The other doctors involved in the surgery gave evidence similar to that of Dr. Charman. Dr. Reid only remembered a few details about the transfer of the patient, but adamantly asserted that the nurses were responsible for removing hot water bottles and covering the patient. Dr. Eaton claimed no responsibility for Mary's burns and could not explain who had covered the patient. "I have nothing to do with the covering up" of the patient, he told the court. 57 Justice Graham again expressed displeasure at the apparently poor memories of the doctors.
Hospital superintendent Anne Gilmour also gave evidence for the plaintiff. She told the court that it was, indeed, the nurses' responsibility to remove water bottles and to draw sheets over patients. 58 However, under cross examination, Gilmour gave testimony that risked tainting the purity of Dr. Charman's motivations. She noted that the incident had not been immediately reported to the hospital board because Dr. Charman "didn't want the patient worried" or to face "any publicity." When asked to clarify this statement, Dr. Charman claimed that he had been referring to, and acting in, the best interests of "the hospital and patient, of course," before adding "I never even thought of myself." 59 The most positive interpretation, then, is that Dr. Charman wanted to avoid giving local 'busybodies' more to gossip about. The fact that a similar case had occurred in 1924 at the same hospital also may have motivated the effort to protect the hospital's reputation. In the earlier case, Logan v. The Colchester County Hospital Trust, a female plaintiff received $1500 in compensation from the hospital after she awoke from surgery with severe burns on her feet caused by a hot water bottle. The hospital had appealed the trial judgment against it, taking the case to the Appeal Division of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, which confi rmed the lower court's decision. 60 Charman knew about the Logan case (he discussed it during the Davis trial) and he likely wanted to avoid the negative publicity that might arise from a similar injury occurring more than once.
The Colchester County Hospital's defence rested on demonstrating that the doctors, rather than its nurses, had harmed the patient through their negligent actions. In his cross-examination of the plaintiffs' witnesses, Lovett tried to procure evidence that contradicted that of the doctors. For example, under Lovett's questioning, one of the surgical nurses, Ira Miller, revealed that when the doctors had left room 21, Mary was already covered with a blanket. However, she claimed that she had no knowledge as to which doctor had covered the patient. 61 Miller further reported that Dr. Charman had said "something about keeping it [the injury] quiet," again making it sound like he was intent on covering up his own wrongdoing. 62 In her testimony for the defence, Anna Chisholm explained the normal procedure for patient post-operative care, including the process of placing one hot water bottle under the covers of the bed to warm it for the patient arriving from the operating room. Because she had several patients under her care on the day of Mary's surgery, Anna had not waited in room 21. Normally, she would be told of the patient's transfer or would come when she heard the carriage rolling down the hallway. In this instance, however, Anna, while was en route to the hospital's nursery, noticed around 1:00 p.m. that Mary had arrived in her room. She proceeded to take charge of the room from Margaret Chisholm. With Margaret off duty from 1:00 p.m. until 3:00 p.m., Anna had to attend to the whole fl oor. Hampered by other responsibilities, she did not take the operating room blanket off Mary until 1:20 p.m., thus discovering the hot water bottle and the burns. 63 She informed Dr. Charman of the incident at 1:30 p.m., at which point he told her "God help us, or something to that effect." 64 Vernon, the plaintiffs' lawyer, responded by suggesting that Anna had failed to meet the required standard of care. He asked her whether she had looked for the hot water bottle immediately upon taking charge of her patient. Anna acknowledged that she had not done so, explaining that she had assumed someone else had already removed the bottle, and that she had been too busy to check. 65 Margaret Chisholm, in her testimony for the hospital, indicated that the patient had already been covered when she arrived at around 12:50 p.m. Vernon also questioned why she had not looked for the bottle. "I took it for granted it had been taken out by whoever put the patient in bed," Margaret replied. Vernon attempted to challenge her response, but Justice Graham intervened and came to her defence. "She had no responsibility," asserted Justice Graham. 66 The hospital also questioned the severity of Mary's injuries. Lovett tried to raise doubt about whether the burns had longterm health consequences, including toxemia and fl uctuating blood pressure. 67 The hospital's insurance company, Thompson, Adams & Co. of Halifax, had two doctors assess Mary and provide evidence for the defence. The company fi rst employed Dr. W. Alan Curry to examine Mary. Dr. Curry was a well-respected Halifax surgeon who eventually served as the President of the Medical Society of Nova Scotia and as the Head of Dalhousie's Department of Surgery. In August 1931, he reported to the insurance company that Mary's injuries were healing well, and he concluded that her fainting spells were unrelated to her burns. Dr. Curry believed that Mary would continue to suffer from a "white unsightly scar," but added that "stockings will cover the scars absolutely" as a means of diminishing the impact of the burns. 68 At the trial, he asserted that the burns had not affected the underlying muscles and were "soundly healed." He further assured the court that Mary would not remain physically lame, and he rejected the plaintiffs' claim that the burns had caused toxemia or fainting spells. In fact, he went so far as to suggest that Mary's burns would not have caused her signifi cant pain. "As a rule," he asserted, the type of burns she had experienced only caused pain "for a day or two." 69 A second doctor, Dr. Silas Fulton, also conducted an examination of Mary and gave evidence at trial for the defence. Dr. Fulton found that the plaintiff's burns had healed, and that her leg muscles had escaped unscathed. He also insisted that her blood pressure and heart readings remained sound. However, in contrast to Dr. Curry, he believed that the burns had likely caused a certain degree of toxemia in the blood. 70 Justice Graham gave the court some sense of his impressions of the trial as it came to a conclusion. He again critiqued the doctors, especially for their tendency to blame Mary's injuries on the nurses. For example, he said that a doctor was not "absolved by saying there was an eighteen year old girl to take the bottle away." He also bristled when one doctor claimed that physicians only moved patients as a "matter of courtesy." "You can call it a matter of courtesy," Justice Graham remarked, "but you are a man of sense and training" and if "you undertake to do something" then "you are responsible for what you do, whether it is a matter of courtesy or a service for which you are paid." Justice Graham went on to critique the suggestion that Anna Chisholm should have been waiting in room 21 for the patient to return. He recognized that the nurses were responsible for many tasks and that the Colchester County Hospital could not provide suffi cient staff "to have a nurse sitting in that room waiting until the patient returns from the operating room." 71 Justice Graham's comments were not good news for the plaintiffs. After all, if the Court were to fi nd the doctors responsible for the injury, then the Davis' case against the hospital would fail. Yet, while Justice Graham seemed to have little faith in the testimony of the doctors, he left open the possibility that he might fi nd for the plaintiffs. During the trial, he said that it seemed to him that the doctors had been negligent and "the only other question in my mind is whether or not there was not negligence on the part of somebody else who should have looked to see what became of it [i.e. the bottle]." 72
Trial Decision
Despite his harsh statements during the trial about the actions and testimony of the doctors, in his written decision Justice Graham found for the plaintiffs. He noted that all of the doctors denied any wrongdoing; they "do not know who put the clothes over the patient" but "each for himself denies that he did." Justice Graham even insinuated that Dr. Charman had lied during his testimony. The "facts strongly suggest that the doctors never thought about a bottle being in the bed, and inadvertently put the patient on top of it." Justice Graham believed that Dr. Charman refused to accept his responsibility. Dr. Charman "unwittingly argues himself into a belief contrary" to the facts due because of his belief that it was "the nurse's duty." 73 Such judicial criticism of a physician in a malpractice suit was extremely unusual in this period, as members of the legal profession tended to accord the testimony of doctors much respect.
Justice Graham's belief that the doctors had likely acted negligently, however, did not lead him to fi nd for the hospital, despite the holding in Hillyer that hospitals were not responsible for the negligence of its physicians. Instead, in a very brief analysis, Justice Graham reasoned that the actions of the doctors "did not relieve the nurses from their responsibility to see that the bed was safe." Justice Graham then fudged, for the testimony at the trial had not shown much evidence of negligence on the part of the nurses, other than that they might have checked for the water bottle under the blanket a few minutes sooner. "If there was negligence on their part, which directly contributed to cause the injury," Justice Graham suggested, then "the hospital is liable for the damages." However, Justice Graham did not explicitly address how each of the nurses had either acted, or not acted, negligently, asserting that it was "not material to fi nd which of the nurses in the circumstances failed in [their] duty." In other words, be believed that one of the nurses should have checked Mary's bed, but he did not say which one. He awarded Mary Davis $500 in damages, and her husband $300 in damages, plus costs. This was a sizable amount, although much less than Mary and Ellis had originally demanded. 74
Court of Appeal
Believing that $800 plus legal costs was insuffi cient compensation for their hardships and expenses, Mary and Ellis decided to appeal the trial judgment to the appellate level of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court. Launching an appeal was not without risk. The hospital cross-appealed, meaning that the appellate court might overturn the trial judgment. L.A. Lovett once again represented the hospital. He opposed the argument that Justice Graham had insuffi ciently compensated Mary and Ellis, and argued that the judge had erred in fi nding that the plaintiffs had shown negligence on the part of the nurses. Instead, he claimed that the doctors had failed to fulfi ll their duty to remove the bottle from the bed. Thus, the doctors' actions were the 'proximate' cause of the injury, and, in light of the Hillyer decision, the plaintiffs' action should have failed at trial.
Three members of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court considered the appeal: Humphrey Mellish, and two former Nova Scotian attorneys general: W.F. Carroll and William H. Hall. In a 2-1 decision, the appeal court upheld the trial judgment. Justice Mellish dismissed both the appeal and cross-appeal. Like Justice Graham at the trial court, Justice Mellish glossed over the doctrinal complexity of the issue. He noted that the hospital was "bound to see that the patient was not exposed to any such dangers or risks as would arise from placing a superheated water bottle" in Mary's bed "without taking due care that the patient should not come in contact with it." According to the evidence, asserted Mellish, "such care was not I think taken, whatever the duty of the attendant physicians or surgeons may have been, and whether they performed their duties or not." 75 Justice Mellish seemed untroubled by the issue of who, exactly, had been negligent, and what they had done negligently. He made no mention of the Hillyer rule that hospitals had to hire competent physicians, but were not responsible for supervising them. Justice Carroll agreed with Justice Mellish in this result.
Justice Hall's dissent demonstrated the problem that Hillyer could pose to patients suing hospitals. For Justice Hall, the case hinged "upon what transpired while the doctors were in room 21," for it was "settled law" that a surgeon was not a servant of the hospital. He noted that the nurses, at the time of the incident, were not assisting in an operation and were thus servants of the hospital. However, Justice Hall concluded that it "cannot be contended that there was any negligence on the part of the defendant prior to the doctors entering the room with the patient." He believed that Anna Chisholm had followed the usual practice of placing the hot water bottle under the covers, and that "she could not reasonably be expected to wait in room 21" for the patient's return. 76 Like Justice Graham, Justice Hall had sharp words for the doctors, yet he would have found against Mary and Ellis. He believed that the actions of the doctors warranted close scrutiny, but noted that there was "an amazing dearth of evidence as to what happened while the doctors were in the room." Dr. Reid, Justice Hall noted, recalled that all three doctors rolled the patient in "but can remember no further details." Similarly, Dr. Eaton remembered transferring the patient to room 21, but could not speak as to whether the bed had been made or who had covered the patient. Justice Hall made a point of saying that this "failure of recollection on the part of the doctors merits some comment," as he found it "diffi cult to understand" the doctors' "almost complete loss of memory with respect to [the] vital incidents that occurred in room 21." He could fathom only one explanation: "Possibly their reticence is professional etiquette." 77 This was a roundabout way of calling them liars. In Justice Hall's view, the doctors had acted negligently and thus he would have overturned the trial judgment and dismissed the action.
It is not known what Mary and Ellis thought of the appeal judgment. Despite her injuries, Mary Davis lived to a ripe old age, passing away in 1976. She outlived Ellis by 30 years -he had died in 1946, at 54 years of age, after an illness had led to him to retire from his post as chief dispatcher of C.N.R.'s Truro branch. 78
Conclusion
The Davis case highlights some of the challenges faced by patients attempting to sue for medical negligence in the fi rst half of the twentieth century. First, patients under anesthetic could not offer evidence regarding their treatment, and instead had to rely on medical professionals to honestly report their own mistakes. Second, patients had to assert their claims against well-respected members of the community. Doctors asserted their professionalism, and sought to tamp down suggestions that hospital care and ambitious surgeries entailed uncertainty and risk. They made references to scientifi c medical studies, issued bold assertions about their own qualifi cations, and employed highly technical language. Judges usually expressed faith in the honesty, professionalism, or skill of doctors. Only in exceptional circumstances, such as in Davis, did judges question the truthfulness of doctors. Finally, doctrinal developments also allowed some negligent parties to escape responsibility. Patients had to overcome the complications imposed by Hillyer, including that injured patients could fail if they sued the wrong defendant. Many patients were not as fortunate as Mary and Ellis, who seemed to benefi t from the judge's desire to provide them with some compensation, particularly given the questionable veracity of the evidence given by the doctors.
These legal and social factors thus placed substantial limits on the ability of many patients to express displeasure with their treatment through lawsuits. As Wendy Mitchinson notes, female patients had some agency when dealing with physicians in the fi rst half of the twentieth century, despite the generally unequal nature of the patient-doctor relationship. Women sometimes refused to see a physician, rejected suggested treatments, or left hospitals earlier than recommended. Mary Davis demonstrated her agency in dealing with the burns. She demanded to know how she had been injured and decided when to stop receiving morphine. Taking a malpractice case to court was another means of challenging the authority of medical professionals. 79 However, as the Davis case demonstrates, successfully proving negligence was diffi cult, even in seemingly obvious cases of poor treatment. Alleging malpractice also had risks. The cost of suing could escalate quickly. In addition, if plaintiffs lost at trial, which often occurred, they could appear as nothing more than blackmailers (as many doctors of the time claimed them to be) trying to shake down physicians for their own benefi t. The patient-physician relationship thus remained, and would continue to remain, an unequal one. 
